§ 2. MS, 123 (= M) is a small folio written on vellum by a French scribe, 167 mm. χ 262 mm., and bound in the original marocco-covered boards. § 3. The contents of the MS. is briefly as follows: - (1) Rom. XXV, 180 f. (1896) , but curiously enough he altogether omits to mention the Poema Morale which no doubt accounts for its having remained unknown up to the present date. § 5. M. Meyer gives the date of the MS. as i vers Tan 1300'; Dr. Montague James places it similarly l about 1300, perhaps a little earlier'. This date refers to n os 1, 3, 6, 9,10, the remaining parts are in a somewhat later hand. § 6. The MS. was in the XV century in the possession of the convent of Nuneaton, Warwickshire, cf. f. 9
4 Iste liber constat d wine Margarete Sylemouw et disciplas suas. Et post mortem suam couentu de NunEtoun' (V2 XV cent.); f. l 'Iste liber constat Alicia Scheyntouw and per ea conventu' (xv century). Another owner was ' John Eyton Kt' (xvi century) f. 113 b , and according to a pencil-note on f. l the volume was a 'Gift of M rs Lacy to John Gibson, 8 Oct. 1853'. It afterwards came into the possession of Quaritch, the wellknown Piccadilly bookseller, who in his order sold it to Mr. McClean. § 7. The poem is written in long lines, 32 lines to the page. The initial letter of each line is somewhat larger and slightly separated from the rest of the line, and as a rule faintly touched with red. The coloured initials intended to stand at the head of the poem and of its subdivisions, have, however, not been inserted, but they are as usual indicated by letters of a smaller size in the margin. Spaces for these initials occur at 11. 1, (3), 21, 33, 99, 149, 207 as indicated in the text.
It is notewortly that the scribe uses the Anglo-Saxon γ for u u (ιν). That the specifically English signs f>, p, g, -\-were unfamiliar to him is shown by his noting them down on the page facing the first page of the poem, clearly for the sake of easy reference. § 8. The dialect of M is Kentish with a strong intermixture of more westerly forms as can be seen from the following characteristics. Cf. Morsbach, Me. Gram. § § 9,132.
(1) OE. y, y appears (a) as e in agdtefr 279, beip 140, euel(e) 19, 26, 59, 87, 98, 115 (twice), 122, 164 (twice) (b) as u in agultef * 194, agult 11, 87, gult 158, gulte 199, gultes 256, 284, gulte} 85, lugge 61, dude 2, 181, 193, 249, 251, 253, 318, misdude 93, hulle 309, Jcunne 184, sunne 183, 186, 191, 282, fur 72, 235, 237 The probable explanation is that both poems occurred in the original from which our present text was copied, and that by some oversight on the part of the scribe he began to transcribe the wrong poem and subsequently made no attempt to correct his mistake. In MS. 29 Jesus College, Oxford, for instance, the Poema Morale is immediately followed by 'Synners Beware', see EETS. no. 49, pp. 58, 72. It is, of course, also possible to assume that the lines were placed as a suitable 'motto' at the head of the poem. No date at all is assigned to E by either Furnivall or Morris, and concerning e Furnivall merely refers to it as a later copy. Lewin says concerning E and e. ' Beide dürften im anfange des 13. jhdts. entstanden sein.'
The experts of the British Museum Dr. Warner and Mr. J. A. Herbert, who have kindly given me their opinion on this point, assign both E and e to the XIII century and hold e to be the earlier of the two, and neither of them to be written especially early in the XIII century. T Wanley places 'circa tempora Henrici II aut Ricardi I' (Catal. p. 169) , that is, between 1154 and 1199; Morris holds that it is later than L but older than J (EETS. 53 p. viii note); Zupitza (op. at. p. 6) that is was probably written not long after 1200. Dr. Montague James in his Catalogue of the Western MSS. in Trinity College, Cambridge, places T in the XIII century, and he has further specified this statement by assigning it to the early years of the century in question, thus confirming Zupitza's view.
L is placed by \Vanley p. 266 in the reign of Richard I (1187-99); Morris (EETS., 53, p. vm) holds it to be older than T. Dr. Montague James, who has kindly given me his opinion on the subject, considers it to be late XII or early XIII century, thus confirming Wanley's and Morris's opinions. § 12. The relationship of these MSS. has been established by Zupitza in his above-mentioned edition of D (Anglia I 32 ff.) in the following way: -
""""; : " : (X) ;
A comparison between M and these previously known MSS.
shows that it does not agree with (U) as represendet by (Y) or (Z) but must have descended from a different original: -(a) In the characteristic readings which differentiate (Y) and (Z), M agrees twice with (Z) (11.18, 295) Of these 97-8, occurring at the end of a section, strongly suggest the ordinary colophon of the pious scribe, and are probably spurious, but as for 217-8 there seems no reason to doubt their originality.
(c) The order of lines in M differs widely from that observed in the MSS. of (U), as can be seen by a glance at the text, where the figures in italics to the right of the text represent the order of lines in T, which is followed with few exceptions by all the other MSS.
The reason for these curious deviations from the usual order can of course only be conjectured. They can scarcely be put down to the copyist; he would no doubt have found it easier to go straight on than systematically to reverse the order of his original. Considering the great popularity of the Poema Morale it is far more likely that the immediate original of our text, or at all events a copy not far removed from it, was taken down from memory. This would also account for the fact that not less than seventy lines are missing of the ordinary number found for instance in T, viz. 11. 13, 14, 27, 28, 57, 58, 76, 77, 80, 117, 118, 151, 152, 155, 156, 169, 170, 183, 184, 197, 198, 203, 204, 207, 208, 255, 256, 265, 266, 277, 278, 289, 290, 293-302, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331, 332, 369-379, 382, 387-392, 394 -6 of MS. T. It might also account for the addition of the first stanza of 'Sinners Beware' (cf. § 9), and for a very considerable number of verbal changes introduced, e. g. § 13. From the above it is apparent that the ultimate original of M can hardly have been (U); we therefore assume it to have been (V), in which case (U) and (V) must have had a common source (S). Zupitza's pedigree of the MSS. (see § 12) would therefore be carried one step further back and assume the following shape: -
Of the intervening links between M and (V) nothing can be said with certainty beyond the fact that they must have been numerous, possibly orally transmitted, in order to produce the many variations from the prototype which is more closely preserved in the MSS. of group (U). In printing the text I have followed the usual principles, viz. (a) Contractions and abbreviations have been expanded, the letters supplied being printed in italics, (b) Brackets have been used to denote the addition of a word or a letter, the original reading being in every case given in the foot-notes, (c) Proper names have been indicated by capitals, whereas in the MS. they are written with small letters except when standing at the beginning of a line, (d) The punctation is my own. (e) All other deviations from the MS. have been carefully noted in the foot-notes.
TEXT.
Ne beo fe leuere fane fi self, fi mei ne fi mo^e; 20 (1 Sot is fat is ofre mannes frend betere fane his oge. Ne truste wif to hure were, ne were to his wiue; 30 Biuore him do wel euerich man, f e while he is aliue.
Vor 
